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To the Joint Transportation Committee:
    
    By trying to erase the results of the NO on 88 citizens referendum of 2014, the House is showing that it
can’t be trusted to accept the 2-1 results of a fair election. Instead, it’s undermining the will of the voters by
giving preference to illegal aliens. This displays the House’ open contempt for the rule of law, whether in
the matter of elections or immigration enforcement.
    Furthermore, the reasons that supporters of HB 2015 are giving for its passage don’t make sense
according to the facts.

1. Illegal aliens don’t have the right to “road equity” any more than they have the right to be here, and
breaking the law cis supposed to create inconvenience and discomfort for the lawbreaker.

2. Driver licenses don’t guarantee that an illegal alien has insurance because you can’t insure drivers—only
cars. And illegal alien can get a license using someone else’s car.

3. According to the insurance agenices and State Highway Patrol offiicials that the NO on 88 Committee
consulted in 2014 Illegal aliens frequently cancel their insurance policies even if they own a car in order to
save money. They resut is the same risk on the road they posed without driver licenses.

4. A driver license is a breeder document for further lawbreaking such as I.D. theft and fraud.

5.  A new driver license will undermine the validity of American driver licenses because they will not
conform the the federal Real ID Act.

6. The matricula consular card used to get driver licenses is so flimsy that it is disqualified for ID in Mexico
and they don’t penalize their citizens for having several by different names.

7. Criminal aliens use drivers licenses to avoid mandatory car searches if they are pulled over. A real driver
license is like a stay-out-of-jail card. 

     If you wouldn’t give burglars “equal access to houses,” there shouldn’t be an attempt to create “road
equity”  for illegal aliens. This corruption is undermining the law because it gives special exemptions to
people who chose lawlessness. If they are “ living in the shadows,” it is no different than the fear American
criminals must live with after choosing to break the law.
     The attempt to promote safe lawlessness thriough HB 2015 is not only an illusion, it is a dangerous
delusion.
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